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Summary of Q&A at Results Briefing for the First Half of the Fiscal 
Year Ending March 31, 2019 

[Date and Time] Tuesday, November 6, 2018 13:30 - 13:53 

[Venue] Room A, WTC Conference Center on the 3rd floor of World Trade Center Building 

[Speakers] Kaoru Tanigawa, President 

Tetsuro Tsutano, Director and Senior Executive Officer in charge of Finance 

and Accounting 

 

[ICT solutions business] 

Q. I understand that the ICT solutions business has an earnings structure in which profits 
are concentrated in the second half. Would you tell me about progress in current projects 
for which you have received orders?  

A.  The ICT solutions business is operated by Kanematsu Electronics, a consolidated subsidiary. 
Orders are accumulating solidly because ICT-related investment remains relatively active, 
particularly in the manufacturing industry. On the other hand, given that projects are tending to 
become large and the delivery time is extended, we are proceeding with projects with careful 
attention to their delivery time.  

 

[Mobile business] 

Q．There are uncertain factors such as the trends of lowering mobile phone charges. What 
is your outlook for the earnings environment in the next fiscal year?  

A. Leading mobile communications carriers have announced a reduction in charges, and it may 
have some impact on the mobile business of the Kanematsu Group, although this is uncertain. 
However, I think that we can continue to generate sales agent commission income according to 
the corresponding added value. Given that we plan to continue improving the efficiency of store 
operation and management, I don’t think that we should worry too much about earnings.  

Q. You have been pursuing an expansion strategy, including the acquisition of mobile 
phone sales agents. Is there any change in your long-term expansion strategy?  

A. I think that having a reasonable market share will help us secure earnings even if there are 
changes in the initiatives of mobile communications carriers for mobile phone charges and that 
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we should maintain the expansion strategy in response to the industry realignment that continues 
to be expected.  

 

 

[Oilfield tubing business overseas] 

Q. The oilfield tubing business was strong overseas in the first half. Are there any risk 
factors in the next fiscal year? The rig count remains almost unchanged, and I wonder if it 
is hard to see growth potential in the next fiscal year if the current situation continues.  

A. The rig count in North America currently stands at around 1,000, but this reflects a situation 
in which there is a lack of pipelines even if the production of crude oils is boosted by increasing 
the number of rigs. When I traveled to North America on business two weeks ago, I heard that 
investment in the expansion of pipelines had begun. I think that if the expansion of pipelines 
progresses, the rig count will also increase, although the major premise for this is that oil prices 
stay at the current level.  

Q. Oil prices have risen markedly, but what is the current situation of demand for oilfield 
tubes for deep waters, which Kanematsu originally traded?  

A. Demand for oilfield tubes for deep waters appears to be gradually increasing, and I hope that 
demand for products for deep waters will continue to increase, although it also depends on oil 
prices.  

 

[Dividends] 

Q. With a total return ratio in the range of 25-30%, the target in the Medium-Term 

Vision, your outlook of 25.5% for the current fiscal year is relatively modest. It is 

conceivable that the full-year results will be higher than expected in the months ahead. In 

that case, will you give positive consideration to dividends?  
A.  Sometime around the third quarter when the full-year results come into sight, we will give 
extensive and relatively positive consideration.   


